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LHC/ATLAS and all that...
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Excellent understanding of 
the detector performance!

Excellent LHC/ATLAS operations
Overall efficienciency 90%

7.73×10333.65×1033 cm-2s-12.07×1032
Peak Luminosity [ cm-2s-1 ]
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Overview of Higgs studies
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SM Higgs boson production at the LHC
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Production cross section 
(mH=125 GeV)

17.4 pb @ 7 TeV
22.1 pb @ 8 TeV

57.02 pb @ 14 TeV

87% 
mH = 125 GeV

7%
mH = 125 GeV

5%
mH = 125 GeV

1%
mH = 125 GeV

3.1.2 Higgs production at hadron machines

In the Standard Model, the main production mechanisms for Higgs particles at hadron

colliders make use of the fact that the Higgs boson couples preferentially to the heavy

particles, that is the massive W and Z vector bosons, the top quark and, to a lesser extent,

the bottom quark. The four main production processes, the Feynman diagrams of which are

displayed in Fig. 3.1, are thus: the associated production with W/Z bosons [241, 242], the

weak vector boson fusion processes [112, 243–246], the gluon–gluon fusion mechanism [185]

and the associated Higgs production with heavy top [247,248] or bottom [249,250] quarks:

associated production with W/Z : qq̄ !" V + H (3.1)

vector boson fusion : qq !" V !V ! !" qq + H (3.2)

gluon ! gluon fusion : gg !" H (3.3)

associated production with heavy quarks : gg, qq̄ !" QQ̄ + H (3.4)
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Figure 3.1: The dominant SM Higgs boson production mechanisms in hadronic collisions.

There are also several mechanisms for the pair production of the Higgs particles

Higgs pair production : pp !" HH + X (3.5)

and the relevant sub–processes are the gg " HH mechanism, which proceeds through heavy

top and bottom quark loops [251,252], the associated double production with massive gauge

bosons [253, 254], qq̄ " HHV , and the vector boson fusion mechanisms qq " V !V ! "
HHqq [255, 256]; see also Ref. [254]. However, because of the suppression by the additional

electroweak couplings, they have much smaller production cross sections than the single

Higgs production mechanisms listed above.
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SM Higgs boson decays
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mH~125 GeV gives access to several decay channels
Gauge bosons: γγ, ΖΖ*, WW*, Zγ

Fermions: bb, ττ, µµ
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H→ZZ→4l
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Phys. Lett. B726 (2013) 88/Phys. Lett. B726 (2013) 120/
ATLAS-CONF-2013-013
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Η→ZZ(*)→4l
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• Narrow peak in m4l spectrum (S/B~1.0-1.9, m4l resolution~1.9 GeV)
• Main Backgrounds (mixture of data-driven/simulation): 

• Mostly ZZ(*) followed by Z+jets (Z+light jets/Zbb) and tt
• Mass

• Local significance: 6.6σ (4.4σ) at mH=124.3GeV
• Mass: 124.3+0.6-0.5(stat)+0.5-0.3(syst) GeV

• Main systematic: e/µ E/P scale
• Rate with respect to SM: 1.7+0.5−0.4 

• 1.5 ± 0.4 @ mH=125.5 GeV
• Couplings 

• Event categorization [VBF-/VH-/ggF-like]  
• Spin/CP

• Discriminants: 5 angles and 2 mll [no rate information used]
• Two approaches: BDT / MatrixElement
• Test 0+ against 0-/1+/-/2+

• in all cases alternative hypothesis disfavored

µggF+ttH = 1.8±0.6
µVBF+VH = 1.2+3.0−1.7
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H→γγ
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Phys. Lett. B726 (2013) 88/Phys. Lett. B726 (2013) 120/
ATLAS-CONF-2013-012/ATLAS-CONF-2013-029
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Η→γγ
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ET1=62.2 GeV and η1=0.39 
ET2=55.5 GeV and η2=1.18
mγγ=126.9 GeV and pTt=6.5 GeV

• Narrow peak in mγγ spectrum (inclusive S/B ~ 3%)
• Main Backgrounds (directly from data side-bands)

~75% di-photon → mγγ resolution [~1.8 GeV]
~25% mostly γj and some jj → photon-ID

• Mass/Couplings
• Two isolated photons (|η|<2.47) with ET>40/30 GeV
• 14 exclusive categories: Improve S/B, probe production modes
• 7.4σ (4.1σ expected) local for mH =126.5 GeV

• Inclusive 6.1σ/2.9σ for inclusive
• mH = 126.8 ± 0.2 (stat) ± 0.7 (syst) GeV
• µ = 1.65 ± 0.24 (stat)+0.25−0.18 (syst) [2.3σ from SM]

• Spin
• Selection similar but pT requirements relative to mγγ

• Discriminant: polar angle of γ wrt z-axis  
• Simultaneous fit for mγγ and |cosθ*|
• 2+ hypothesis disfavored wrt 0+ hypothesis. 
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Differential cross section measurements
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• Currently only extracted from H→γγ
• First set of differential cross section measurements

• 7 variables: pT(H), y(H), cosθ*, Njets, jet veto fractions, leading jet pT, pΤ(Hjj), Δφ(jj)
• Extraction procedure

• γγ dataset binned in variable of interest
• Simultaneous unbinned maximum likelihood fit of mγγ in the pre-defined bins
• Bin-by-bin acceptance, efficiency and resolution correction(“unfolding”) 

Comparison of the “unfolded” 
differential cross sections with 

- NLO Powheg
- MINLO H+1j 

- NNLO+NNLL HRes

Within current experimental 
and theory uncertainties,

no significant deviation from 
SM is observed

ATLAS-CONF-2013-072
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H→WW→lvlv
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H→WW(*)→lvlv
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• l+l- + MET ➾ Complex final state/no mass peak 
• Observable: 

• Backgrounds: WW, top, W/Z+jets
• Couplings 

• Separate final states: 
• lepton flavors: µe, eµ, µµ, ee
• jet multiplicities: 0, 1, ≥2
• dilepton mass: mll

• mH=125GeV: µ=1.01 ± 0.31
• Local significance: 3.8σ (3.7σ)

• Spin/CP (eµ+0j only)
• Relaxed spin-sensitive requirements 
• 2D-fit of two BDT classifiers (mll, Δφll, pTll, mT)

• BDT0+: SM Higgs against sum of bkg
• BDTJP: JP signal against sum of bkg

• Test 0+ against 1+/-/2+

alternative hypotheses disfavored

H�WW*�l
l
 

•  Signature: 
•  2 isolated opposite-sign leptons & large ETmiss    

•  Sensitive channel in wide mass range ~ 
125-180 GeV  (� ~ 200 fb) 
•  Challenging: two missing 
 � no mass 

reconstruction/peak 

•   Observable: mT 

•  Main backgrounds: WW, top, Z+jets, W+jets 
•  Excellent understanding of background in signal 

region ! use signal-free control regions in data to 
constrain MC ! use MC to extrapolate to the 
signal region 

•  Further categorization to improve sensitivity: 
•  Range dilepton mass: mll 

•  lepton flavors: 	e, e	, 		, ee  
•  jet multiplicities: 0, 1, ≥2  
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Mass
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Higgs boson mass measurement using:
• H→γγ : 126.8 ± 0.2 (stat) ± 0.7 (syst) GeV
• H→ZZ→4l : 124.3+0.6-0.5(stat)+0.5-0.3(syst) GeV

Combined mH:125.5 ± 0.2 (stat)+0.5-0.6 (syst) GeV
• single particle to give as much/more discrepant result 1.5% (2.4σ)
• rates independent free parameters in the fit
• by moving ±1σ the main systematics (calibration, upstream material, 
pre-samples energy scale) consistency increases up to 8%
• H→4l consistency leads to -0.8σ adjustment of e/γ energy scale 
• shift -350 MeV for H→γγ mass

Phys. Lett. B726 (2013) 88
ATLAS-CONF-2013-014
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Spin/CP
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>99.9% for all fqq99.7%97.8% >99.9%
0+ vs 0- 0+ vs 1+ 0+ vs 1-

0+ vs 2+

All studied alternative hypotheses are strongly disfavored with respect to the 0+ hypothesis. 

Phys. Lett. B726 (2013) 120/
ATLAS-CONF-2013-040

Channel H ! ZZ(⇤) ! 4` H ! WW (⇤) ! `⌫`⌫ H ! ��
Dataset 20.7 fb�1 @ 8 TeV 20.7 fb�1 @ 8 TeV 20.7 fb�1 @ 8 TeV

4.8 fb�1 @ 7 TeV
Reference ATLAS-CONF-2013-013 ATLAS-CONF-2013-031 ATLAS-CONF-2013-029

0� X - -
1+ X X -
1� X X -
2+ X X X
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H→bb
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H→bb
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• Largest BR (58%@mH=125 GeV) 
but large QCD background
• Use associated production with W/Z

• Final states with leptons, MET and b-jets
• Backgrounds: W/Z+jets and top
• Final discriminant mbb

• Separate final states: 
• lepton multiplicity: 0, 1, 2
• PT(V) or MET
• jet multiplicity
• 26 signal bins in total [ + 27 control regions ]

• Validate analysis with VZ(→bb) production
• 4.8σ (5.1σ) observation, rate 0.9±0.2 wrt SM expectation

H→bb 

95% CL exclusion limit: 1.4 (1.3) x SM  at mH=125 GeV 
µ = 0.2 ± 0.5 (stat) ± 0.4 (syst)
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H→ττ
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H→ττ
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epT = 56 GeV, τhad pT = 27 GeV, MET=113 GeV, mj1,j2=1.53 TeV, 
mττMMC=129 GeV, BDT score = 0.99. S/B ratio of this bin 1.0

• Most promising for down-type fermion/lepton couplings
• Backgrounds

• Z → ττ dominant [embedding]
• “Fakes”: Multijet, W+jets, top [data-driven]
• “Other”: Dibosons/Η->WW* [MC]

• Three sub-channels: τlepτlep, τlepτhad, τhadτhad

• Two exclusive categories/final state: VBF (2 jets with 
large Δη) and Boosted (large di-tau pT)
• Boosted Decision Tree: di-tau properties (mττ, ΔRττ, ...), 
jet topology (mjj, Δηjj, ...), event activity/topology (scalar/
vector pT sum, object centralities, ...)

e
τ 1-prong

VBF H→τlepτhad

Evidence observed for Higgs 
boson decays to τ-leptons 
significance 4.1σ (3.2σ)

 µ=1.43+0.31-0.29(stat)+0.41-0.30(syst) 
@ mH=125 GeV
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Summary of main SM Higgs channels
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Complete Run 1 dataset analyzed for the five major channels
Significant signal has been observed in: H→γγ, Η→ΖΖ*, Η→WW and H→ττ 

H→bb now reaching SM sensitivity

Bosonic Decays

Fermionic Decays

ATLAS-CONF-2014-009
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Signal strength for production mechanisms
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Overall Higgs boson signal strength measurement:
• no information on production mechanisms
• assuming SM ratio of production cross-section

Split vector boson/fermion mediated processes:
• signal strengths µVBF+VH and µggF+ttH

• µVBF+VH / µggF+ttH = 1.4+0.5-0.4(stat)+0.4-0.2 (sys) 
• model independent (no assumption on branching ratios)

• 4.1σ evidence for VBF Higgs boson production
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Higgs boson couplings
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Higgs boson signal strength measurement 
following formalism of arXiv:1209.0040
• single resonance of 125.5 GeV
• narrow width approximation
• only modifications of the coupling strengths

Deviations described by overall scales kF (kV) for 
fermions (bosons). No BSM contribution

Table 2: Summary of the coupling benchmark models discussed in this note, where li j = ki/k j, kii =

kiki/kH, and the functional dependence assumptions are: kV = kW = kZ, kF = kt = kb = kt (and
similarly for the other fermions), kg = kg(kb, kt), kg = kg (kb, kt, kt, kW), and kH = kH(ki). The tick
marks indicate which assumptions are made in each case. The last column shows, as an example, the
relative couplings involved in the gg! H! �� process (see Appendix A for more details).

Section Probed Parameters of Functional assumptions Example: gg! H! ��
couplings interest kV kF kg kg kH

5.2.1 Couplings to fermions
and bosons

kV , kF
p p p p p

k2
F · k2

g (kF , kV )/k2
H(kF , kV )

5.2.2 lFV , kVV
p p p p

- k2
VV · l2

FV · k2
g (lFV , lFV , lFV , 1)

5.3 Custodial symmetry lWZ, lFZ, kZZ -
p p p

- k2
ZZ · l2

FZ · k2
g (lFZ , lFZ , lFZ , lWZ)

5.4.1 Up-/down-type fermions ldu, lVu, kuu
p

ku, kd
p p

- k2
uu · k2

g(ldu, 1) · k2
g (ldu, 1, ldu, lVu)

5.4.2 Leptons/Quarks llq, lVq, kqq
p

kl, kq
p p

- k2
qq · k2

g (1, 1, llq, lVq)
5.5.1 Vertex loops kg , kg =1 =1 - -

p
k2

g · k2
g /k2

H(kg , kg )
5.5.2 + H!inv./undet. decays kg , kg , BRi.,u. =1 =1 - -

p
k2

g · k2
g /k2

H(kg , kg ) · (1 � BRi.,u.)

5.6.1 Generic models with and
without assumptions on
vertex loops and �H

kW, kZ, kt , kb , kt - -
p p p k2

g (kb ,kt )·k2
g (kb ,kt ,kt ,kW )

k2
H (kb ,kt ,kt ,kW ,kZ )

5.6.2 lWZ , ltg , lbZ , l⌧Z ,
lgZ , lgZ , kgZ

- - - - - k2
gZ · l2

gZ

Figure 5 shows the results for this benchmark. Only the relative sign between kF and kV is physical
and hence in the following only kV > 0 is considered, without loss of generality. Sensitivity to this
relative sign is gained from the negative interference between the loop contributions of the W boson
and the t quark in the H! �� decay (see Eq. 2). As can be seen in Fig. 5(a) the fit prefers the SM-like
minimum with a positive relative sign, while the local minimum with negative relative sign is disfavoured
at the ⇠ 2� level. Figure 5(b) illustrates how the H! ��, H ! ZZ⇤, H ! WW⇤, H ! ⌧⌧ and H ! bb̄
channels contribute to the combined measurement. The likelihoods are given in Figs. 5(c) and 5(d), as
a function of kV when kF is profiled, and as a function of kF when kV is profiled. Figure 5(d) shows in
particular to what extent the sign degeneracy is resolved.

The best-fit values and uncertainties, when the other parameter is profiled, are:

kV = 1.15 ± 0.08
kF = 0.99+0.17

�0.15.

The two-dimensional compatibility of the SM hypothesis with the best-fit point is 10%. With respect to
the diboson final state combination in Ref. [3], by coincidence the central value is almost unchanged,
while the uncertainty on kF is reduced substantially.

5.2.2 No assumption on the total width

The assumption on the total width gives a strong constraint on the fermion coupling scale factor kF in the
previous benchmark model, as the total width is dominated in the SM by the sum of the fermion-induced
b, ⌧ and gluon-decay widths. The fit is therefore repeated without the assumption on the total width.

In this case only ratios of coupling scale factors can be measured. Hence there are the following free
parameters:

lFV = kF/kV

kVV = kV · kV/kH,

where lFV is the ratio of the fermion and vector boson coupling scale factors, and kVV an overall scale
that includes the total width and applies to all rates. The relevant scaling formulae can be found in
Appendix A.1.2.

10

2D compatibility with SM is 12% 3D compatibility with SM is 20%

Probe Up/Down-type fermion symmetry 
Bosons scaled by common factor
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Parameter value
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complete fit to determine the ratios 
of couplings of the Higgs bosons

No assumptions on BSM contributions (effective 
coupling scale factors for gg→H and H→γγ)

No assumption on width → ratios of scalings
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ATLAS-CONF-2014-010The properties of the observed Higgs boson already constraint BSM contributions

Additional EW singlet field
Simplest extension of SM Higgs sector
Results in two CP-even Higgs bosons: h, H 
(assumed non degenerate)
Couplings similar to SM Higgs boson, but each scaled by 
common factor, denoted as κ (κ’) for h(H). 
From unitarity: κ2+κ‘2=1

4 MINIMAL COMPOSITE HIGGS MODEL 4

The production and decay rates are modified from their SM expectations accordingly. For example,
assuming the narrow-width approximation [23,24], the rate for the process gg! h! ZZ⇤ ! 4` relative
to the SM prediction can be parametrized as [25]:

µ = �⇥BR
(�⇥BR)SM

=
2g ·2Z
2h
. (4)

Here g is the scale factor for the loop-induced coupling to the gluon through the top and bottom
quarks, where both the top and bottom couplings are scaled by  f , and Z is the coupling scale factor
for the Z boson. The scale factor for the total width of the Higgs boson, 2h, is calculated as a squared
e↵ective coupling scale factor. It is defined as the sum of squared coupling scale factors for all decay
modes, 2i , each weighted by the corresponding SM branching ratio:

2h =
X

i

2i BRi, (5)

where the summation is taken over all decay modes. The production and decay modes are assumed to be
the same as those in the SM. Production or decays through loops are resolved in terms of the contributing
particles in the loops, assuming the same mixture of contributions as in the SM. For example, the W
boson provides the dominant contribution, followed by the top quark, to the h! �� decay, such that the
e↵ective coupling scale factor � at mh = 125.5 GeV is given by:

2� ⇠ |1.26W � 0.26t|2, (6)

where the negative interference between the W and top loops, as well as the contributions from other
particles in the loops, are accounted for.

Combined fits to the measured rates are performed with the mass scaling factor ✏ and the vacuum
expectation value parameter M as the two parameters of interest. Figure 1 shows the two-dimensional
likelihood scan as a function of ✏ and M. The best-fit point is compatible with the expectation for the
SM Higgs boson within approximately 1.5�. The extracted value of ✏ is close to 0, indicating that the
measured couplings to fermions and vector bosons are consistent with the linear and quadratic mass
dependence, respectively, predicted in the SM. The best-fit value for M is less than v ⇡ 246 GeV since
the measured overall signal strength µh is greater than 1.

4 Minimal Composite Higgs Model

Minimal Composite Higgs Models (MCHM) [26–28] represent another possible explanation for the
scalar naturalness problem, wherein the Higgs boson is a composite, pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone bo-
son rather than an elementary particle. In such cases, the Higgs boson couplings to vector bosons and
fermions are modified with respect to their SM expectations as a function of the Higgs boson compos-
iteness scale, f . It is assumed here that corrections due to new heavy resonances such as vector-like
quarks [29] are sub-dominant.

In the MCHM4 model [26], the ratio of the predicted couplings to their SM expectations can be
written in the particularly simple form:

 = V = F =
p

1 � ⇠, (7)

where ⇠ = v2/ f 2 is a scaling parameter such that the SM is recovered in the limit ⇠ ! 0, namely f ! 1.
The combined signal strength, µh, and equivalent coupling scale factor,  = pµh, measured using the
combination of all considered channels are listed in Model 1 of Table 1. The experimental measurements
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Figure 1: Two-dimensional likelihood scan of the mass scaling factor, ✏, and the vacuum expectation
value parameter, M. The likelihood contours where �2 ln⇤ = 2.3 and �2 ln⇤ = 6.0, corresponding
approximately to 68% CL (1�) and 95% CL (2�) respectively, are shown for both the data and the
prediction for a SM Higgs boson. The best fit to the data and the SM expectation are indicated as ⇥ and
+ respectively.

are interpreted in the MCHM4 scenario by rescaling the rates in di↵erent production and decay modes
as functions of the couplings  = V = F , assuming the same production and decay modes as in the SM.
The couplings are in turn expressed as functions of ⇠ using Eq. 7.

The MCHM4 model contains a physical boundary ⇠ � 0, with the SM Higgs boson corresponding to
⇠ = 0. Ignoring this boundary, the scaling parameter is measured to be ⇠ = 1�µh = �0.30+0.17

�0.18, while the
expectation assuming the SM Higgs boson is 0.00+0.15

�0.17. The best-fit value observed for ⇠ is negative since
µh >1 is measured. The statistical and systematic uncertainties are of similar size. Accounting for the
lower boundary produces an observed (expected) 95% CL upper limit of ⇠ < 0.12 (0.29), corresponding
to a Higgs boson compositeness scale of f >710 GeV (460 GeV). The observed limit is stronger than
expected since µh >1 is measured.

Similarly, in the MCHM5 model [27,28] the measured rates are expressed in terms of ⇠ by rewriting
the couplings as:

V =
p

1 � ⇠

F =
1�2⇠p

1�⇠
.

(8)

The measurements of V and F are given in Model 2 of Table 1. As with the MCHM4 model, the
MCHM5 model contains the physical boundary ⇠ � 0, with the SM Higgs boson corresponding to ⇠ = 0.
Ignoring this boundary, the composite Higgs boson scaling parameter is determined to be ⇠ = �0.08+0.11

�0.16,
while 0.00+0.11

�0.13 is expected assuming the SM Higgs boson. As above, the best-fit value for ⇠ is negative
since µh >1 is measured. Accounting for the boundary produces an observed (expected) 95% CL upper
limit of ⇠ < 0.15 (0.20), corresponding to a Higgs boson compositeness scale of f >640 GeV (550 GeV).
Figure 2 shows the two-dimensional likelihood for vector boson (V ) and fermion (F) coupling measure-
ments in the (V , F) plane, overlaid with predictions as parametric functions of ⇠ for the MCHM4 and
MCHM5 models. A secondary minimum in the likelihood exists at F < 0 due primarily to the large
measured h! �� rate [13].

Minimal Composite Higgs Model
Higgs is pseudo Nambu-Goldstone boson
Neglecting contributions from new heavy resonances the 
Higgs couplings modified wrt SM as a function of 
compositeness scale:

MCHM4:

MCHM5:

f>710 (460) GeV at 95%CL

f>640 (550) GeV at 95%CL

6 TWO-HIGGS-DOUBLET MODEL 7

those of a SM Higgs boson with equal mass by the branching ratio of all new decay modes, BRH,new, as:

�H = 02 ⇥ �H,SM

�H =
02

1 � BRH,new
⇥ �H,SM

BRH,i = (1 � BRH,new) ⇥ BRH,SM,i.

(11)

Here �H,SM, �H,SM, and BRH,SM,i denote the cross section, total width, and branching ratio for a given
decay mode (indexed i) predicted for a SM Higgs boson with mass mH .

Consequently the overall signal strength, namely the ratio of production and decay rates in the mea-
sured channels relative to the expectations for a SM Higgs boson with corresponding mass, is given by:

µh =
�h ⇥ BRh

(�h ⇥ BRh)SM
= 2

µH =
�H ⇥ BRH

(�H ⇥ BRH)SM
= 02

�
1 � BRH,new

�
(12)

for h and H respectively, assuming the narrow-width approximation.
Combining Eqs. 9 and 12, the squared coupling of the heavy Higgs boson can be expressed in terms

of the signal strength of the light Higgs boson as:

02 = 1 � µh. (13)

The signal strength of the light Higgs boson, measured using the combination of all considered
channels, is given in Model 1 of Table 1. The EW singlet model contains the physical boundary 02 � 0,
with the SM corresponding to 02 = 0. Ignoring this boundary, the squared coupling of the heavy Higgs
boson is measured to be 02 = 1 � µh = �0.30+0.17

�0.18, where the best-fit value is approximately 1.5� below
the physical boundary. The expectation is 0.00+0.15

�0.17.
Accounting for the lower boundary yields an observed (expected) 95% CL upper limit of 02 < 0.12

(0.29). From Eqs. 12, this corresponds to the maximum signal strength for contamination of a heavy
Higgs boson into the light Higgs boson signal. Figure 3 shows the limits in the (µH ,BRH,new) plane of
the heavy Higgs boson. Contours of the scale factor for the total width, �H/�H,SM, and 02, based on
Eqs. 11 and 12, are also illustrated.

6 Two-Higgs-Doublet Model

Another simple extension of the SM Higgs sector is a class of models termed “Two-Higgs-Doublet
Models” (2HDMs) [25, 36–38], in which the SM Higgs sector is extended by an additional doublet.
A concrete example of this model is realized in the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model since
supersymmetry requires a second Higgs doublet, one coupling only to up-type quarks and the other only
to down-type quarks and leptons.

2HDMs predict the existence of five Higgs bosons: two neutral CP-even bosons h and H, one neutral
CP-odd boson A, and two charged bosons H±. The most general 2HDMs predict CP-violating Higgs
boson couplings as well as tree-level flavor changing neutral currents. Since the latter are strongly
constrained by existing data, the models considered have additional requirements imposed, such as the
Glashow-Weinberg condition [39, 40], in order to evade existing experimental bounds.
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H→Ζγ
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- loop induced 
→ sensitive to new physics

- Signature: e+e-/µ+µ- + γ
- BR~10-4(125GeV); S/B~1%
- Background: continuum Z+γ/
radiative Z→llγ [82%], Ζ+jets [17%]
- Background Modeling: polynomials/
exponentiated polynomials
- Categorization: ee/µµ, pTt, Δη(Ζγ)
- 95% CL upper limit  
 @mH=125.5 GeV: 11 (9) x SM

H→Zγ 
Phys. Lett. B 732(2014),8

- probe coupling to muons
- BR ~2⋅10-4(125GeV);S/B ~0.2%
- two opposite-charge muons 
(pT>25,15 GeV, pTµµ>15 GeV) 
- backgrounds: 
Z/γ*→µµ, top, dibosons
- Categorization: central muons 
and non-central
- Background Model: BW+Expo
- 95% CL upper limit 
 @mH=125 GeV: 9.8 (8.2)xSM

mµµ

H→µµ 
ATLAS-CONF-2013-010
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• Direct sensitivity to top-quark Yukawa coupling 
• Two final states explored H→bb and H→γγ 

• Two channels
• Single lepton

• 1 lepton, ≥4 jets of which ≥2 b-tag
• Di-lepton

• 2 opposite-charge leptons, ≥2 b-tag
• Further categorization based on jet and b-tag multiplicity

• Single lepton: 9 bins
• Di-lepton: 6 bins

• Fit Strategy
• Signal Depleted Regions: HT(had) and HT

• l+jets, 5jets,3b-tag: NN tt+bb/cc vs tt+light jets
• Signal Rich Regions: NN ttH vs tt+jets

ATLAS-CONF-2014-011

Signal-to-background discrimination
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• Leptonic
(≥ 1 lepton, ≥1 b-tag and MET>20)
• Hadronic 
(≥ 6 jets, ≥2 b-tags and 0 leptons)
• Analysis similar to Η→γγ

• Include CR to constrain BKG shape
• 95% CL upper limit on σ(ttH)/σ(ttH)SM

• @mH=125 GeV: ~4.5 (~6.2)xSM

=125 GeVH at m
SM

!/!95% CL limit on 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12

Combination

Lepton+jets

Dilepton

ATLAS Preliminary
-1

L dt=20.3 fb"=8 TeV, s

! 1±Expected 

! 2±Expected 

Observed

=1)µExpected (

Figure 15: 95% CL upper limits on �(tt̄H) relative to the SM prediction, �/�S M, for the individual
channels as well as their combination, assuming mH = 125 GeV. The observed limits (solid line) are
compared to the expected (median) limits under the background-only hypothesis (black dashed line) and
under the signal-plus-background hypothesis assuming the SM prediction for �(tt̄H) (red dashed line).
The surrounding shaded bands correspond to the ±1� and ±2� ranges around the expected limit under
the background-only hypothesis.

34

@mH=125.0 GeV
• 4.1 (2.6) x σSM 95% CL upper limit 
• µ=1.7±1.4

ATLAS-CONF-2013-080

ATLAS-CONF-2014-011

ttH(→γγ)
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Anomalous Decays
H→inv
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mH=125.5 GeV; 95% CL 
BR(H→invisible) <75%(<62%)

@SR

arXiv:1402.324 
accepted by PRL• SM “Invisible” decays suppressed; BR(H→ZZ*→4v)=1.2·10-3 

• Observation means New Physics!

• Signature:Z→ e+e-/µ+µ- + MET
• Backgrounds

• WW→lvlv, tt,Wt, Z→ττ (eµ-data)
• Z→ll (double side-bands)
• W,single-top (lepton quality) 
• ZZ→llvv, WZ→lvll (MC)

• Selection
• Di-Lepton consistent with Z
• ETmiss>90 GeV
• Δφ(ΕΤmiss,pTmiss)<0.2
• Δφ(pΤll,ΕΤmiss)>2.6
• Δφ(l,l)<1.7
• |ETmiss-pTll|/pTll<0.2
• 3rd lepton veto/jet veto

• Direct limits on the BR(H→inv)
• Constrain WIMPs (Higgs-portal)

w/o ZH BRi<41%(55%) 
w/ ZH BRi<37%(39%)
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arXiv:1403.6293
accepted by JHEP

• Search in ttbar events for t→qH, where q=(c,u)
• Two channels:

• Leptonic
       1 lepton, ≥2 jets, ≥1 b-tags, MET

• Hadronic
0 lepton, ≥4 jets, ≥1 b-tags

• Mass cuts for top candidates
• Analysis procedure similar to Η→γγ

• Leptonic :BKG shape from CR
• Hadronic:BKG shape from MC
• Background from SM Higgs production in included

• 50 (1) events selected in the Hadronic (Leptonic) channel
• 95% CL upper limit on t→cH BR
@mH=125.5 GeV: 0.79% (0.51%)

FCNC in t→qH(→γγ)
1 Introduction

The observation in 2012 by the ATLAS [1] and the CMS [2] Collaborations of a new boson with a
mass around 125 GeV, compatible with the long-sought Higgs boson [3–6], opens up the possibility
of searching for the decay of a top quark to a Higgs boson plus a light quark of charge 2/3. Such a
decay would proceed via a flavour changing neutral current (FCNC), analogous to the t ! cZ decay.
According to the Standard Model (SM), FCNC processes are forbidden at tree level and, with respect
to the dominant decay mode (t ! bW), very much suppressed at higher orders due to the Glashow-
Iliopoulos-Maiani (GIM) mechanism [7].

Observations of FCNC decays of the top quark would therefore provide a clear signal of new physics.
The t ! c(u)Z decay mode has been searched for by ATLAS [8], CMS [9, 10], CDF [11] and the LEP
experiments [12] (via the crossed-process Z ! t  c( u)+h.c.). The current best limit [10] for the branching
ratio is 0.07% at the 95% confidence level, obtained by CMS using 20 fb"1 of proton-proton collision
data at

#
s = 8 TeV.

In models beyond the SM, the GIM suppression can be relaxed, and loop diagrams mediated by new
bosons may contribute, yielding e!ective couplings orders of magnitude larger than those of the SM.
Examples of such extensions are the quark-singlet model (QS) [13–15], two-Higgs doublet models of
type I with explicit flavour conservation (FC-2HDM), or two-Higgs doublet models of type II, like the
minimal supersymmetric model (MSSM) [16–22]. In 2HDM without explicit flavour conservation (type
III), see Refs. [23–28] and recently Refs. [29, 30], the tc(u)H couplings are present at tree level. For a
general review see Ref. [31]. Table 1 shows typical predicted branching ratios (Br) for some of these
models, in comparison to those predicted by the SM.

Table 1: Theoretical values (typical or upper limits) for the branching fractions of electroweak FCNC
top quark decays predicted by the SM and exotic extensions (see text for references).

Process SM QS 2HDM-III FC-2HDM MSSM
t ! u! 3.7 · 10"16 7.5 · 10"9 — — 2 · 10"6

t ! uZ 8 · 10"17 1.1 · 10"4 — — 2 · 10"6

t ! uH 2 · 10"17 4.1 · 10"5 5.5 · 10"6 — 10"5

t ! c! 4.6 · 10"14 7.5 · 10"9 $ 10"6 $ 10"9 2 · 10"6

t ! cZ 1 · 10"14 1.1 · 10"4 $ 10"7 $ 10"10 2 · 10"6

t ! cH 3 · 10"15 4.1 · 10"5 1.5 · 10"3 $ 10"5 10"5

The numbers listed in the table show that, among all the possibilities, the largest branching ratio ($
1.5·10"3) corresponds to the t ! cH decay. It appears in 2HDM of type III, in which the FCNC tree level
coupling is not forbidden by an additional symmetry. The branching ratio quoted in the table corresponds
to a coupling which scales with quark masses as gtqH %

!

2mqmt/v, as advocated in Ref. [23], where
v/
#

2 is the Higgs vacuum expectation value (v = 246 GeV).
In this note a search for t ! qH decays in t  t production is undertaken. The emphasis is put on the

t ! cH channel, assuming that t ! uH would give a much smaller contribution. While several decay
modes of the Higgs boson could be used for the search, the choice made here is to use the diphoton
(!!) final state. Despite the small branching ratio ($ 0.23% for a Higgs boson mass of 125 GeV), this
mode has proven to have a high significance for an inclusive search, with a rather large number of events
and a clean signature [1, 32]. The study presented here shows that the backgrounds corresponding to a
non-resonant !! final state are small once a t  t-like topology is requested. Two final states are searched
for: the hadronic and leptonic channels, dedicated to events where the second top of the pair decays into

1
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Extended Sectors
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ATLAS-CONF-2013-090

H±→τν

Light H± (mH±<mt) Heavy H± (mH±>mt)

• Search for H±→τν 
• Production depends on mH+

• Observation means New Physics!
• Backgrounds: ttbar, single-top, W/Z+jets,...
• Discriminant variable:

• Muon candidates are rejected if they are found within �R < 0.4 of any jet that passes the nominal
pT, ⌘, and JVF requirements.

• A ⌧ candidate is rejected when it is found within �R < 0.2 of a selected muon or electron.

• Finally, a jet is removed if found within �R < 0.2 of a selected ⌧ object.

3.7 Missing transverse momentum

The missing transverse momentum (Emiss
T ) definition used in this analysis is an object-based defini-

tion [58]. It is computed using fully calibrated and reconstructed physics objects.

4 Event selection

The triggers used for this search require a threshold on the transverse momentum of the ⌧ object of
p⌧T > 29 GeV or > 27 GeV and a requirement that Emiss

T > 40 GeV or > 50 GeV. The ⌧had�vis + Emiss
T

trigger definition varied slightly during the 2012 data-taking period as trigger object thresholds were
adjusted to maintain a high e�ciency without exceeding the bandwidth of the trigger system while the
luminosity increased.

The following requirements are then applied to select events compatible with the signal hypothesis:

• at least 4 (3) jets pass the pT, ⌘ and JVF criteria as described in Sec. 3.2 for the light (heavy) signal
selection,

• at least one of the selected jets must be b-tagged,

• exactly one hadronically decaying ⌧ has pT > 40 GeV (this ⌧had�vis candidate must match to the ⌧
object used in the trigger decision),

• there must be no additional hadronically decaying ⌧ leptons with pT > 20 GeV, nor any muon or
electron with pT > 25 GeV,

• Emiss
T >65 (80) GeV for the light (heavy) charged Higgs boson search,

• a requirement is placed on the quantity Emiss
T

0.5·
pP

pPV trk
T

>13 (12) GeV1/2 in the light (heavy) H+

search. Here pPV trk
T is the transverse momentum of a track originating from the primary vertex and

the sum is taken over all tracks from the PV.

The final discriminating variable is the ⌧had�vis + Emiss
T transverse mass, defined as

mT =

q
2p⌧TEmiss

T (1 � cos��⌧,miss), (4)

where ��⌧,miss is the azimuthal angle between the hadronic decay products of the ⌧ lepton and the di-
rection of the missing transverse momentum. In the case of backgrounds that produce a real W boson
decaying to (⌧+ ⌫) with a subsequent hadronic ⌧ decay, mT corresponds to the transverse W boson mass.
For the signal hypothesis it corresponds to the transverse H+ boson mass. The simulated mT distributions
of the dominant SM backgrounds are shown in Fig. 2, overlaid with mass distributions for several signal
mass points. Backgrounds are scaled to luminosity while signals are scaled arbitrarily for shape compar-
ison. Signal selection e�ciencies, including ⌘ and pT cuts on selected objects are given in Table 1 for
various H+ mass points.

The mT distribution in data is modeled using a combination of background components and a hypo-
thetical signal component. The background components are described below. The hypothetical signal
component is modeled using simulation across a range of charged Higgs boson masses.

5

• Backgrounds:
• Real hadronic τ (ΜC corrected)
• Fake hadronic τ (data)

Assuming BR(H±→τν)=1
- BR(t→H±b) <0.24-2.1% at 95%CL for 90 GeV< mH± <160 GeV 
- σ(pp→t(b)H±) <0.017 - 0.90pb 95%CL for 180 GeV< mH± <600 GeV
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More Searches
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ATLAS-CONF-2013-013
ATLAS-CONF-2013-067

High Mass
H→ZZ→4l/H→WW→lvlv

H0→W±H∓→W±W∓h0→W±W∓bb
Phys. Rev. D 89, 032002 (2014)

• Complex Pole Scheme used
• Interference with background considered

• H→ZZ→4l identical to the standard analysis
• H→WW→evµv considered

• Also Narrow Width approximation studied
• Backgrounds: WW, tt, Wt, Z→ττ, W+jets
• Light Higgs treated as background
• Categories in jet multiplicities

• Search for multi-Higgs boson cascade
• Simplified model approach
• Selection: 1 lepton +MET+ ≥4jets 

• BDT on grid of (mH0, mH±) 
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Summary

34

A wealth of new results has appeared over the last year 
pushing further our understanding of the Higgs sector

Many questions to answer and stones to turn still!
We’re already preparing for LHC Run II to take advantage of higher 

energy and five-fold increase in integrated luminosity!
[and even further...]

Parameter value
0 0.5 1 1.5 2

ATLAS Preliminary

-1Ldt = 4.6-4.8 fb0 = 7 TeV s
-1Ldt = 20.3 fb0 = 8 TeV s
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Additional Slides
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A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS

36

→ Multi-purpose detector designed for the harsh LHC environment
→ High data-taking efficiency and very good data-quality
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The LHC Run I dataset
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Excellent LHC performance during Run I :
4.8 fb-1 at 7 TeV and 20.7 fb-1 at 8 TeV

Pile-up exceeding detector design specifications
→ Maintain performance through improved algorithms
→ Proper modeling of experimental conditions essential

7.73×10333.65×1033 cm-2s-12.07×1032

“Observation” dataset

Final LHC Run 1 dataset

Peak Luminosity [ cm-2s-1 ]



Photon and Calorimeter performance 

•  Stable energy response vs number of primary vertex. 
•  Excellent stability of the EM calorimeter response 

•  Studied with Z,J/��ee and W�e
 events 
•  Energy scale at mZ known to ~0.3% and stable wrt pileup 
•  Uniformity ~1% (2.5% for 1.37< |�|<1.8)  

•  Photon efficiency stable with time and pile-up.  
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ATLAS Performance: Photons, Electrons and Muons
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Z→µµ candidate with 25 reconstructed vertices from the 2012 run.
Only good quality tracks with pT>0.4GeV are shown

Electrons

Muons

• µ,e and γ reconstruction stable with pile-up
• Excellent stability of EM response!

• Energy scale@mZ known to ~0.3%
• Uniformity ~1% (2.5% for 1.37< |η|<1.8)

Photons
EM scale



Jet PT scale uncertainty
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ATLAS Performance: Jets, b-tagging and Missing ET

39

Number of reconstructed vertices in event

Excellent understanding of the detector performance!

JES/b-tagging uncertainties at few % level
MET good performance under pile-up.

Well modeled by simulation
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Summary and prospects for the (near) future

40

⇒ LHC delivered 45/pb in 2010 → 35-43/pb used depending on final state

⇒ Mostly inclusive searches/cut based/Data-driven background

⇒ H→γγ sensitivity comparable to Tevatron 2010 findings  

⇒ H→WW→lνlν limit near Standard Model (2.4xσSM expected @MH=170GeV) 

⇒ H→ZZ→4l no candidates → limit to improve as 1/Lint

⇒ H→ZZ→llνν/llqq world’s best limits between 200 - 400 GeV

⇒ H→WW→lvqq most sensitive single channel for MH>400GeV

⇒ h/H/A→ττ in MSSM supersedes published Tevatron 2010 results

Luminosity needed for 
median 95% CL exclusion Signal Significance for 5/fb or 10/fb

Sensitivity Projection

Sensitivity Projection

LHC already started operations for 2011

→ to run through to 2012 @ 7TeV

→ 25/pb already recorded (in a week!)

Plan is to run to the end of 2012 

→ then shutdown (~18 months)

Few fb-1/experiment expected
→ up to 0.5-1 fb-1 this summer

Sensitive to SM Higgs boson 
cross sections this summer!

2011

Pat
ras

 20
11
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Summary
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⇒ Summary of searches with ×120 integrated luminosity and a year of work wrt HEP2011!

⇒ 8 analyses + combination prepared for Winter Conferences 2012
→ Most of these include multiple final states/sub-channels

⇒ The landscape of Higgs boson searches is very different!

→ Only a small gap of 6.5 GeV not excluded in the region prefered by the Global Electroweak Fit
→ A small but intriguing excess at around ~126 GeV to keep us excited in 2012!

⇒ LHC will run at 8 TeV this year delivering up to 5 fb-1 for ICHEP and 15 - 20 fb-1 during 2012

→ by the end of the year we should be able to tell:
Measurement of the properties of the new found particle

or study Electroweak Symmetry Breaking through Vector-Boson-Scattering?
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ATLAS Higgs timeline
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Jul

Aug

Dec

Mar

Apr

2011

40 pb-1

1 fb-1

2 fb-1

5 fb-1

Eur.Phys.J. C71 (2011) 1728

2012

http://www.springerlink.com/content/6w13x5j2g371j61l/
http://www.springerlink.com/content/6w13x5j2g371j61l/
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Observation of a particle and a Nobel Prize
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The 2013 Nobel Prize in Physics awarded jointly to F. Englert and P. W. Higgs:
"for the theoretical discovery of a mechanism that contributes to our 
understanding of the origin of mass of subatomic particles, and which 
recently was confirmed through the discovery of the predicted 
fundamental particle, by the ATLAS and CMS experiments at CERN's 
Large Hadron Collider"
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BROKEN SYMMETRY AND THE MASS OF GAUGE VECTOR MESONS*

F. Englert and R. Brout
Faculte des Sciences, Universite Libre de Bruxelles, Bruxelles, Belgium

(Received 26 June 1964)

It is of interest to inquire whether gauge
vector mesons acquire mass through interac-
tion'; by a gauge vector meson we mean a
Yang-Mills field' associated with the extension
of a Lie group from global to local symmetry.
The importance of this problem resides in the
possibility that strong-interaction physics orig-
inates from massive gauge fields related to a
system of conserved currents. ' In this note,
we shall show that in certain cases vector
mesons do indeed acquire mass when the vac-
uum is degenerate with respect to a compact
Lie group.
Theories with degenerate vacuum (broken

symmetry) have been the subject of intensive
study since their inception by Nambu. ' ' A
characteristic feature of such theories is the
possible existence of zero-mass bosons which
tend to restore the symmetry. 'y' We shall
show that it is precisely these singularities
which maintain the gauge invariance of the
theory, despite the fact that the vector meson
acquires mass.
~e shall first treat the case where the orig-

inal fields are a set of bosons qA which trans-
form as a basis for a representation of a com-
pact Lie group. This example should be con-
sidered as a rather general phenomenological
model. As such, we shall not study the par-
ticular mechanism by which the symmetry is
broken but simply assume that such a mech-
anism exists. A calculation performed in low-
est order perturbation theory indicates that

those vector mesons which are coupled to cur-
rents that "rotate" the original vacuum are the
ones which acquire mass [see Eq. (6)].
~e shall then examine a particular model

based on chirality invariance which may have a
more fundamental significance. Here we begin
with a chirality-invariant Lagrangian and intro-
duce both vector and pseudovector gauge fields,
thereby guaranteeing invariance under both local
phase and local y, -phase transformations. In
this model the gauge fields themselves may break
the y, invariance leading to a mass for the orig-
inal Fermi field. ~e shall show in this case
that the pseudovector field acquires mass.
In the last paragraph we sketch a simple

argument which renders these results reason-
able.
(1) Lest the simplicity of the argument be

shrouded in a cloud of indices, we first con-
sider a one-parameter Abelian group, repre-
senting, for example, the phase transformation
of a charged boson; we then present the general-
ization to an arbitrary compact Lie group.
The interaction between the y and the A &fields is

H. =ieA y~8 y-e'y*yA Aint p. p, p, p,
'

where y =(y, +iy, )/v2. We shall break the
symmetry by fixing &y) e0 in the vacuum, with
the phase chosen for convenience such that
&V) =&q ') =&q,)/~2.
%'e shall assume that the application of the
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well into account the radiation correction to the 
ß-decay constant found by Berman 3) and Kino- 
shita and Sirlin 4) we obtain for the muon life 
time 

Tµ=]- 3e2 i A2 
+3 e2 in 
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Mµ2 
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µ2 
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where T µo is the muon life time calculated by 
means of universal theory of four fermion inter- 
action with a constant taken from ß-decay without 
any corrections, Aß is the cut off momentum due 

to the strong interactions, Aß M, E is the en- 
ergy of 0-transition. According to experimental 
data Tµ /T µ° = 0.988: 1 0.004. 

Substituting the numbers into (1) we obtain 
T µ/ Tµ=1.003 and the disagreement between 
the theory and experiment will be in our case 
1.5 * 0.4%. When discussing this result one should 
take into consideration that in (1) only the terms 

e2 In e-2 were correctly taken into account but 
the terms ^- e2 were discarded. 

It seems to us that the conclusion that in the 
theory of weak interaction with intermediate W- 

meson 0- and µ-constants must be with good ac- 
curacy the same (taking into account the correc- 
tions due to the electromagnetic and weak inter- 
actions), is in favour of the weak interaction the- 
ory with W-meson unlike the four-fermion theory. 

More detailed paper will be published else- 
where. 

The author is indebted to B. V. Geshkenbein, 
1. Yu. Kobsarev, L. B. Okun, A. M. Perelomov, 
1. Ya. Pomeranchuk, V. S. Popov, A. P. Rudik and 
M. V. Terentyev for valuable discussions. 
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BROKEN SYMMETRIES, MASSLESS PARTICLES AND GAUGE FIELDS 
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Recently a number ofpeople have discussed 
the Goldstone theorem 1, -2): that any solution of a 
Lorentz-invariant theory which violates an inter- 
nal symmetry operation of that theory must con- 
tain a massless scalar particle. Klein and Lee 3) 

showed that this theorem does not necessarily ap- 
ply in non-relativistic theories and implied that 
their considerations would apply equally wgll to 
Lorentz-invariant field theories. Gilbert 4), how- 

ever, gave a proof that the failure of the Goldstone 
theorem in the nonrelativistic case is of a type 
which cannot exist when Lorentz invariance is im- 
posed on a theory. The purpose of this note is to 
show that Gilbert's argument fails for an impor- 
tant class of field theories, that in which the con- 
served currents are coupled to gauge fields. 

Following the procedure used by Gilbert 4), let 
us consider a theory of two hermitian scalar fields 
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BROKEN SYMMETRIES AND THE MASSES OF GAUGE BOSONS

Peter W. Higgs
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(Received 31 August 1964)

In a recent note' it was shown that the Gold-
stone theorem, ' that Lorentz-covaria. nt field
theories in which spontaneous breakdown of
symmetry under an internal Lie group occurs
contain zero-mass particles, fails if and only if
the conserved currents associated with the in-
ternal group are coupled to gauge fields. The
purpose of the present note is to report that,
as a consequence of this coupling, the spin-one
quanta of some of the gauge fields acquire mass;
the longitudinal degrees of freedom of these par-
ticles (which would be absent if their mass were
zero) go over into the Goldstone bosons when the
coupling tends to zero. This phenomenon is just
the relativistic analog of the plasmon phenome-
non to which Anderson' has drawn attention:
that the scalar zero-mass excitations of a super-
conducting neutral Fermi gas become longitudi-
nal plasmon modes of finite mass when the gas
is charged.
The simplest theory which exhibits this be-

havior is a gauge-invariant version of a model
used by Goldstone' himself: Two real' scalar
fields y„y, and a real vector field A interact
through the Lagrangian density

2 2
L =-&(&v ) -@'7v )1 2

2 2 ~ JL(,V—V(rp + y ) -P'1 2 P,v

where

V p =~ p -eA
1 jL(, 1 p, 2'

p2 +eA {p1'

F =8 A -BA
PV P, V V

e is a dimensionless coupling constant, and the
metric is taken as -+++. I. is invariant under
simultaneous gauge transformations of the first
kind on y, + iy, and of the second kind on A
Let us suppose that V'(cpa') = 0, V"(&p,') ) 0; then
spontaneous breakdown of U(1) symmetry occurs.
Consider the equations [derived from (1) by
treating ~y„ay„and A & as small quantities]
governing the propagation of small oscillations

about the "vacuum" solution y, (x) =0, y, (x) = y, :
s "(s (np )-ep A )=0,1 0 (2a)

(&'-4e,'V"(y,')f(&y, ) = 0, (2b)

s r"'=eq (s"(c,p, ) ep A-t.
V 0 1 0 p,

(2c)

Pv 2 2
8 B =0, 8 t" +e y 8 =0.

v 0 (4)

Equation (4) describes vector waves whose quanta
have (bare) mass ey, . In the absence of the gauge
field coupling (e =0) the situation is quite differ-
ent: Equations (2a) and (2c) describe zero-mass
scalar and vector bosons, respectively. In pass-
ing, we note that the right-hand side of (2c) is
just the linear approximation to the conserved
current: It is linear in the vector potential,
gauge invariance being maintained by the pres-
ence of the gradient term. '
When one considers theoretical models in

which spontaneous breakdown of symmetry under
a semisimple group occurs, one encounters a
variety of possible situations corresponding to
the various distinct irreducible representations
to which the scalar fields may belong; the gauge
field always belongs to the adjoint representa-
tion. ' The model of the most immediate inter-
est is that in which the scalar fields form an
octet under SU(3): Here one finds the possibil-
ity of two nonvanishing vacuum expectation val-
ues, which may be chosen to be the two Y=0,
I3=0 members of the octet. There are two
massive scalar bosons with just these quantum
numbers; the remaining six components of the
scalar octet combine with the corresponding
components of the gauge-field octet to describe

Equation (2b) describes waves whose quanta have
(bare) mass 2po(V"(yo'))'"; Eqs. (2a) and (2c)
may be transformed, by the introduction of new
var iables

fl =A -(ey ) '8 (n, (p ),
p. 0 p, 1'

G =8 B -BB =F
IL(.V p. V V p, LL(V

into the form
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from one or more compound states, probably in
the 'P and S configurations. '~'
The position of the hydrogen resonance on the

energy scale is in very good agreement with the-
oretical predictions, which range from 9.6 to
9.8 ev.
Because of the difficulty of the present experi-

ment the author had to seek advice on many as-
pects of the experiment. He is indebted to A. O.
McCoubrey, R. F. C. Vessot, and F. Kaufman
for advice on handling of atomic hydrogen; to
B.R. McAvoy, J. L. Pack, and J. L. Moruzzi
for advice on and loan of high-power microwave
equipment; to A. V. Phelps and P. J. Chantry for
frequent discussions; and to %. J. Uhlig, J. Kear-
ney, and H. T. Garstka for technical assistance.
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In all of the fairly numerous attempts to date to
formulate a consistent field theory possessing a
broken symmetry, Goldstone's remarkable the-
orem' has played an important role. This theo-
rem, briefly stated, asserts that if there exists
a conserved operator Q; such that

[q.,a (x)j=Q f. .„X (x),

and if it is possible consistently to take Q&f. &k ggk
x(OIAy I 0)t 0, then A (x) has a zero-mass par-
ticle in its spectrum. It has more recently been
observed that the assumed Lorentz invariance
essential to the proof' may allow one the hope of
avoiding such massless particles through the in-

troduction of vector gauge fields and the conse-
quent breakdown of manifest covariance. ' This,
of course, represents a departure from the as-
sumptions of the theorem, and a limitation on
its applicability which in no way reflects on the
general validity of the proof.
In this note we shall show, within the frame-

work of a simple soluble field theory, that it is
possible consistently to break a symmetry (in
the sense that Q~t;&~(OIA~ I 0) x 0) without requir-
ing that A(x) excite a zero-mass particle. While
this result might suggest a general procedure
for the elimination of unwanted massless bosons,
it will be seen that this has been accomplished
by giving up the global conservation law usually
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Η→γγ
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ET1=62.2 GeV and η1=0.39 
ET2=55.5 GeV and η2=1.18
mγγ=126.9 GeV and pTt=6.5 GeV

• Narrow peak in mγγ spectrum
- inclusive S/B ~ 3%

• Main Backgrounds: 
~75% di-photon → mγγ resolution [~1.8 GeV]
~25% mostly γj and some jj → photon-ID

• Background directly from data side-bands
• Event Selection:

→ Two isolated photons (|η|<2.47) with ET>40/30 GeV
• Event Categorization 

→ Improve S/B 
→ Enhance particular signal production modes
→ 14 exclusive categories
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Most significant deviation from B-only 
hypothesis observed at mH =126.5 GeV: 
• Local significance: 7.4σ (4.1σ expected)

• Inclusive analysis: 6.1σ (2.9σ expected) 
• Mass measurement: 

126.8 ± 0.2 (stat) ± 0.7 (syst) GeV
• Main systematics: γ energy scale (Z→ee), 
material modeling and pre-sampler energy 
scale → 0.6 GeV

• Rate with respect to SM: 
1.65 ± 0.24 (stat)+0.25−0.18 (syst)
→  2.3σ deviation from the Standard Model
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Signal ZZ(*) Other
Backgrounds Observed S/B

4µ 6.3±0.8 2.8±0.1 0.55±0.15 13 ~1.9

2µ2e 3.0±0.4 1.4±0.1 1.56±0.33 5 ~1.0

2e2µ 4.0±0.5 2.1±0.1 0.55±0.17 7 ~1.5

4e 2.6±0.4 1.2±0.1 1.11±0.28 6 ~1.1

120-130 GeV

• Search for peak in m4l spectrum
• “Golden Channel”

→ S/B ~ 1.0 - 1.9 @ mH=125 GeV
→ Mass resolution ~1.9 GeV

• Main Backgrounds: 
→ ZZ(*)→4l and for m4l<2mZ

→ Z+jets (Z+light jets/Zbb) and tt
• Event Selection
→ Two same-flavor opposite-sign di-leptons (e/µ)
→ Single lepton and di-lepton triggers
→ pT1,2,3,4 > 20, 15, 10, 7 GeV (6 GeV for µ)
→ 50 GeV < m12 < 106 GeV, 12-50 GeV <m34<115 GeV
→ Isolation/d0 significance
→ all same-flavor opposite-sign pairs mll>5 GeV
→ ∆R(l,l′) > 0.10(0.20) for all same(different)-flavor
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µggF+ttH = 1.8±0.6
µVBF+VH = 1.2+3.0−1.7

• Local significance:
6.6σ (4.4σ) at mH=124.3GeV

• Mass: 124.3+0.6-0.5(stat)+0.5-0.3(syst) GeV
• Main systematic: e/µ E/P scale

• Rate with respect to SM: 1.7+0.5−0.4 

• 1.5 ± 0.4 @ mH=125.5 GeV

Implement event categorisation to 
obtain sensitivity to production modes:

- VBF-like (jets in VBF topology)
- VH-like (additional leptons)
- ggF-like (all remaining events)
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• Sensitive in wide mass range
→ no mass peak
→ complex final state

• Signature: l+l- + MET 
• Observable: 

 
•Backgrounds: WW, top, W/Z+jets
• Separate final states: 

• dilepton mass: mll 
• lepton flavors: µe, eµ, µµ, ee
• jet multiplicities: 0, 1, ≥2 mjj = 1.5 TeV, |Δyjj| = 6.6, mll = 21 GeV, 

mT = 95 GeV, pTe= 51 GeV, pTµ=15 GeV,
pTjets= 68,33 GeV, MET=33 GeV

H�WW*�l
l
 

•  Signature: 
•  2 isolated opposite-sign leptons & large ETmiss    

•  Sensitive channel in wide mass range ~ 
125-180 GeV  (� ~ 200 fb) 
•  Challenging: two missing 
 � no mass 

reconstruction/peak 

•   Observable: mT 

•  Main backgrounds: WW, top, Z+jets, W+jets 
•  Excellent understanding of background in signal 

region ! use signal-free control regions in data to 
constrain MC ! use MC to extrapolate to the 
signal region 

•  Further categorization to improve sensitivity: 
•  Range dilepton mass: mll 

•  lepton flavors: 	e, e	, 		, ee  
•  jet multiplicities: 0, 1, ≥2  

15/1/14 Ludovica Aperio Bella 19 
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At mH=125GeV
Local significance: 3.8σ (3.7σ)

Rate with respect to SM: 
1.01 ± 0.31 @ mH=125 GeV
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• Largest BR (58%@mH=125 GeV) 
but large QCD background
• Exploit associated production with W or Z

• Final states with leptons, MET and b-jets
• Backgrounds: W/Z+jets and top
• Final discriminant mbb

• Separate final states: 
• number of leptons: 0, 1, 2
• PT(V) or MET
• number of jets
• 26 signal bins in total 
[ + 27 control regions ] H→bb 

Validate analysis with VZ(→bb) production
   - Observation at 4.8σ (5.1σ)
   - Rate in agreement with SM expectation
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mH=125 GeV
95% CL exclusion limit 1.4 (1.3) x SM

µ = 0.2 ± 0.5 (stat) ± 0.4 (syst)
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epT = 56 GeV, τhad pT = 27 GeV, MET=113 GeV, mj1,j2=1.53 TeV, 
mττMMC=129 GeV, BDT score = 0.99. S/B ratio of this bin 1.0

• Most promising channel for direct evidence of 
lepton Yukawa couplings
• Search in three sub-channels

- τlepτlep BR~12%   → 2 leptons
- τlepτhad BR ~46% → 1 lepton
- τhadτhad BR~42% → 0 lepton

• Backgrounds
- Z → ττ dominant estimated from data 
using the embedding technique
- “Fakes”: Multijet, W+jets, top from dta
- “Other”: Diboson produciton and Η->WW* from MC

- MVA with Boosted Decision Trees
- Variables include:

- properties of the di-tau system
mττ, ΔRττ, ...
- jet topology,
mjj, Δηjj, ...
- event activity/topoly
scalar and vector pT sum, object centralities, ...

Two categories for each final state:
- VBF : 2 jets with large Δη
- Boosted: events failing the VBF category, 
but with large di-tau pT

e
τ 1-prong

VBF H→τlepτhad
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Evidence observed for Higgs boson decays to τ-leptons 
with significance of 4.1σ (3.2σ)
• Signal Strength (mH=125 GeV): 

µ = 1.43+0.31-0.29(stat)+0.41-0.30(syst)
• in agreement with SM expectation
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Channel H ! ZZ(⇤) ! 4` H ! WW (⇤) ! `⌫`⌫ H ! ��
Dataset 20.7 fb�1 @ 8 TeV 20.7 fb�1 @ 8 TeV 20.7 fb�1 @ 8 TeV

4.8 fb�1 @ 7 TeV
Reference ATLAS-CONF-2013-013 ATLAS-CONF-2013-031 ATLAS-CONF-2013-029

0� X - -
1+ X X -
1� X X -
2+ X X X

• Spin Combination: ZZ+WW+γγ
• ATLAS-CONF-2013-040
• Phys. Lett. B 726 (2013), pp. 120-144

Find observables sensitive to spin and parity, build discriminants and 
separate between pure spin/CP hypotheses. 

For hypothesis testing, only kinematics used. No rate information.

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0370269313006527
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0370269313006527
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3. Statistical method

The analyses described in this Letter rely on discrim-
inant observables chosen to be sensitive to the spin and
parity of the signal while preserving the discrimination
against the various backgrounds, as described in Sec-
tions 4, 5 and 6 for the three final states. A likelihood
function L(JP, µ, ✓) that depends on the spin–parity as-
sumption of the signal is constructed as a product of
conditional probabilities over binned distributions of the
discriminant observables in each channel:

L(JP, µ, ✓) =
Nchann.Y

j

NbinsY

i

P
�
Ni, j | µ j · S (JP)

i, j (✓) + Bi, j(✓)
� ⇥A j(✓) ,

(1)

where µ j represents the nuisance parameter associated
with the signal rate in each channel j. The symbol
✓ represents all other nuisance parameters. The likeli-
hood function is therefore a product of Poisson distribu-
tions P corresponding to the observation of Ni, j events
in each bin i of the discriminant observable(s),1 given
the expectations for the signal, S (JP)

i, j (✓), and for the
background, Bi, j(✓). Some of the nuisance parameters
are constrained by auxiliary measurements through the
functionsA j(✓).

While for the SM Higgs boson the couplings to the
SM particles are predicted, they are not known a priori
for the alternative hypotheses, defined as JP

alt. In order to
be insensitive to such assumptions, the numbers of sig-
nal events in each channel and for each tested hypothe-
sis are treated as an independent nuisance parameters in
the likelihood.

The test statistic q used to distinguish between the
two signal spin–parity hypotheses is based on a ratio of
likelihoods:

q = log
L(JP = 0+, ˆ̂µ0+ ,

ˆ̂✓0+ )

L(JP
alt,

ˆ̂µJP
alt
, ˆ̂✓JP

alt
)
, (2)

where L(JP, ˆ̂µJP , ˆ̂✓JP ) is the maximum likelihood esti-
mator, evaluated under either the 0+ or the JP

alt spin–
parity hypothesis. The ˆ̂µJP , ˆ̂✓JP represent the values
of the signal strength and nuisance parameters fitted

1As explained in the following sections, the sensitivity for spin–
parity separation is improved by a simultaneous fit to two discrim-
inants in the H! �� and H ! WW⇤ decay modes, while in the
H ! ZZ⇤ channel only one discriminant is used.

to the data under each JP hypothesis. The distribu-
tions of the test statistics for each of the two hypothe-
ses are obtained using ensemble tests (Monte Carlo
pseudo-experiments). The generation of the pseudo-
experiments uses the numbers of signal and background
events in each channel obtained from maximum likeli-
hood fits to data. In the fits of each pseudo-experiment,
these and all other nuisance parameters are profiled, i.e.
fitted to the value that maximises the likelihood for each
value of the parameter of interest. When generating the
distributions of the test statistics for a given spin–parity
hypothesis, the signal strength µ is fixed to the value ob-
tained in the fit to the data under the same spin–parity
assumption. The distributions of q are used to deter-
mine the corresponding p0-values p0(0+) and p0(JP

alt).
For a tested hypothesis JP

alt, the observed (expected)
p0-values are obtained by integrating the corresponding
test-statistic distributions above the observed value of q
(above the median of the JP = 0+ q distribution). When
the measured data are in agreement with the tested hy-
pothesis, the observed value of q is expected to be close
to the median, corresponding to a p0-value around 50%.
Very small values of the integral of the JP

alt distribution,
corresponding to large values of q, are interpreted as the
data being in disagreement with the tested hypothesis
in favour of the SM hypothesis. An example of such
distributions is shown in Section 7 for the 0+ and 0�
hypotheses.

The exclusion of the alternative JP
alt hypothesis in

favour of the Standard Model 0+ hypothesis is evaluated
in terms of the corresponding CLs(JP

alt), defined as:

CLs(JP
alt) =

p0(JP
alt)

1 � p0(0+)
. (3)

4. H! �� Analysis

The H! �� decay mode is sensitive to the spin of
the Higgs boson through the measurement of the po-
lar angular distribution of the photons in the resonance
rest frame. For this channel, the SM spin hypothesis
is compared only to the JP = 2+ hypothesis. Spin in-
formation can be extracted from the distribution of the
absolute value of the cosine of the polar angle ✓⇤ of the
photons with respect to the z-axis of the Collins–Soper
frame [27]:

| cos ✓⇤| = | sinh(�⌘��)|
q

1 + (p��T /m��)2

2p�1T p�2T

m2
��

, (4)

where m�� and p��T are the invariant mass and the trans-
verse momentum of the photon pair, �⌘�� is the separa-

3

- Discriminating variable: 
polar angle of γ wrt z-axis of the Collins-Soper frame 
(minimize effect of ISR)
- Analysis similar to “rate/mass” analysis

- pTγ1>0.35 mγγ and pTγ2>0.25 mγγ
[Minimize mγγ and cosθ* correlations for background]

- Η→γγ is a low S/B final state (inclusive ~3%)
- Simultaneous fit 

mγγ and |cosθ*| in signal region
mγγ in side-bands

105 GeV < m4l < 160 GeV
14977 candidates

~14300 background
expect ~370 SM Higgs

0+

2+

The 2+ hypothesis is disfavored with 
respect to the 0+ hypothesis. 
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Ideal channel for spin/CP studies
- High S/B
- Complete event reconstruction
- Several spin/CP-sensitive observables available

Two approaches:
- Separate BDT for each hypothesis

- ME corrected for acceptance/pairing effects

5 production angles and 
2 di-lepton invariant masses

For 115 GeV < m4l < 130 GeV
43 candidate events

16 background events
expect 18 SM Higgs events
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97.4%
96.1%
96.5%
96.4%
83.1%

97.8%
94.0%
99.8% All studied alternative 

hypotheses disfavored 
wrt the 0+ hypothesis. 

0-

1-

1+

2+ 100% qq
2+ 75% qq
2+ 50% qq
2+ 25% qq
2+ 0% qq

CL JCP

Spin-0
Spin-1

Spin-2
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- Restricted to “different flavour” (eµ) events and no jets
- Rate analysis already exploits spin-0 nature of SM Higgs boson

- Relax spin-sensitive requirements, while keeping background under control
- mll, Δφll, pTll, mT sensitive to spin

BDT0+

BDTJP

Background

JP 0+

Two BDT classifiers are used:
  - BDT0+: SM Higgs signal against the 
sum of all backgrounds
  - BDTJP: JP signal against the sum of 
all backgrounds
  - Perform 2D-fit in (BDT0+,BDTJP)
pT spectrum uncertainties found to 
have small effect
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Visualization of the results in the post-fit background-subtracted plots.
The (BDT0,BDTJP) distribution is remapped into an 1D distribution by ordering the bins by increasing 

expected signal. Empty bins (expected content <0.1) are removed.
Data more consistent with spin-0 with respect to spin-2

All studied alternative hypotheses are 
disfavored with respect to the 0+ hypothesis. 
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3 MASS SCALING OF COUPLINGS 3

where ⇤(↵) is the profile likelihood ratio defined as:

⇤(↵) =
L
�
↵ , ˆ̂✓(↵)

�

L(↵̂, ✓̂)
. (2)

The single circumflex in the denominator of Eq. 2 denotes the unconditional maximum likelihood esti-
mate of a parameter. The double circumflex in the numerator denotes the “profiled” value, namely the
conditional maximum likelihood estimate for given fixed values of the parameters of interest ↵.

The likelihood in Eq. 2 depends on one or more parameters of interest ↵, such as the Higgs boson
production strength µ normalized to the SM expectation (so that µ = 1 corresponds to the SM Higgs
boson hypothesis and µ = 0 to the background-only hypothesis), the mass mh, coupling strengths k,
as well as on nuisance parameters ✓. The likelihood function for the Higgs coupling measurement is
built as a product of the likelihoods of all measured Higgs boson channels, where for each channel
the likelihood is built using sums of signal and background probability density functions (PDFs) in
the discriminating variables. These discriminants are chosen to be the ��, 4`, and 2b-jet mass spectra
for h ! ��, h ! ZZ⇤ ! 4`, and h ! bb̄, respectively; the transverse mass, mT, distribution for
h ! WW⇤ ! `⌫`⌫; the distribution of a boosted decision tree response for h ! ⌧⌧; and the missing
transverse momentum, Emiss

T , distribution for the Zh ! `` + Emiss
T channel. The PDFs are derived from

Monte Carlo (MC) simulation for the signal and from both data and simulation for the background.
Systematic uncertainties and their correlations [15] are modeled by introducing nuisance parameters ✓.

Confidence intervals are extracted by assuming t↵ follows an asymptotic �2 distribution with the
corresponding number of degrees of freedom. For the composite Higgs boson, EW singlet, and Higgs
portal models, a physical boundary imposes a lower bound on the model parameter under study. The
maximum likelihood estimate and its uncertainty are first quoted ignoring the boundary, to provide the
information corresponding directly to the measurements. The confidence intervals that are subsequently
reported are based on the profile likelihood ratio where parameters are restricted to the allowed region of
parameter space, as in the case of the t̃µ test statistic described in Ref. [20]. This restriction of the like-
lihood ratio to the allowed region of parameter space is similar to the Feldman-Cousins technique [21];
however, the confidence interval is defined by the standard �2 cuto↵, which leads to some overcoverage
near the boundaries. The Higgs boson couplings also have boundaries in the two-Higgs-doublet models
and simplified MSSM, which are treated in a similar fashion.

3 Mass Scaling of Couplings
The observed rates in di↵erent channels are used to determine the mass dependence of the Higgs boson
couplings to other particles. The couplings are parametrized using scale factors denoted i, which are
defined as the ratios between the couplings and their corresponding SM values for mh = 125.5 GeV. The
measurements of the scale factors for the couplings of the Higgs boson to the Z boson, W boson, top
quark, bottom quark, and ⌧ lepton are given in Model 5 of Table 1.

The coupling scale factors to di↵erent species of fermions and vector bosons, respectively, are ex-
pressed in terms of a mass scaling parameter ✏ and a “vacuum expectation value” parameter M [22]:

 f ,i = v
m✏f ,i

M1+✏

V, j = v
m2✏

V, j
M1+2✏ ,

(3)

where v ⇡ 246 GeV is the vacuum expectation value in the SM, m f ,i denotes the mass of each fermion
species (indexed i), and mV, j denotes each vector boson mass (indexed j). The mass-scaling dependence
of the couplings, and the vacuum expectation value, of the SM are recovered with parameter values ✏ = 0
and M = v, which produce  f ,i = V, j = 1.

This parameterization (purely 
phenomenological) addresses explicitly the 
extent to which the H particle resembles a 
quantum excitation of the Englert-Brout-

Higgs field that is thought to give masses to 
the particles of the Standard Model

ε → mass scaling parameter
M→ VEV parameter

Compatibility with SM @1.5σ
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Data Period 2011 (7 TeV) 2012 (8 TeV)
ZZ ! ``⌫⌫ 20.0± 0.7± 1.6 91± 1± 7
WZ ! `⌫`` 4.8± 0.3± 0.5 26± 1± 3
Dileptonic tt̄, Wt, WW , Z ! ⌧⌧ 0.5± 0.4± 0.1 20± 3± 5
Z ! ee, Z ! µµ 0.13± 0.12± 0.07 0.9± 0.3± 0.5
W + jets, multijet, semileptonic top 0.020± 0.005± 0.008 0.29± 0.02± 0.06
Total background 25.4± 0.8± 1.7 138± 4± 9
Signal (mH = 125.5 GeV, �SM(ZH), BR(H ! inv.) = 1) 8.9± 0.1± 0.5 44± 1± 3
Observed 28 152

TABLE I. Number of events observed in data and expected from the signal and from each background source for the 7 and 8
TeV data-taking periods. Uncertainties on the signal and background expectations are presented with statistical uncertainties
first and systematic uncertainties second.
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FIG. 2. Distribution of Emiss
T after the full selection in the 8

TeV data (dots). The filled stacked histograms represent the
background expectations. The signal expectation for a Higgs
boson with mH = 125.5 GeV, a SM ZH production rate
and BR(H ! inv.) = 1 is stacked on top of the background
expectations. The inset at the bottom of the figure shows the
ratio of the data to the combined background expectations.
The hashed area shows the systematic uncertainty on the
combined background expectation.

the WZ background it is 10% (13%) for the 7 (8) TeV
data-taking periods.

Event reconstruction and theoretical uncertainties are
considered as correlated between the 7 and 8 TeV data,
and between the signals and backgrounds estimated
from simulation. The systematic uncertainties in meth-
ods that determine backgrounds from data using control
regions are also assumed to be correlated between the
two datasets. The luminosity uncertainty is considered
as uncorrelated between the 7 and 8 TeV data.

The numbers of observed and expected events for the
7 and 8 TeV data-taking periods are shown in Table I.
Figure 2 shows the Emiss

T distribution after the full event
selection for the 8 TeV data and the expected back-
grounds. The normalization of the backgrounds is ex-
tracted from a maximum likelihood fit to the Emiss

T dis-
tribution. The signal expectation shown corresponds to
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FIG. 3. Upper limits on �ZH ⇥ BR(H ! inv.) at 95%
CL for a Higgs boson with 110 < mH < 400 GeV, for the
combined 7 and 8 TeV data. The full and dashed lines show
the observed and expected limits, respectively.

a Higgs boson with mH = 125.5 GeV, a SM ZH pro-
duction rate and BR(H ! inv.) = 1. No significant
excess is observed over the SM expectation.

Limits are set on the cross section times branching
ratio for a Higgs boson decaying to invisible particles
anywhere in the mass range 110 < mH < 400 GeV.
The possibility of more than one Higgs boson with a
significant branching ratio for decays to invisible par-
ticles is not considered. The limits are computed us-
ing a maximum likelihood fit to the Emiss

T distribu-
tion following the CLs (signal confidence level) modi-
fied frequentist formalism [57] with a profile likelihood
test statistic [58]. Figure 3 shows the 95% CL up-
per limits on �ZH ⇥ BR(H ! inv.) in the mass range
110 < mH < 400 GeV for the combined 7 and 8 TeV
data. The expectation for a Higgs boson with a produc-
tion cross section equal to that expected for a SM Higgs
boson and BR(H ! inv.) = 1 is also shown.

For the discovered Higgs boson an upper limit of 75%
at 95% CL (63% at 90% CL) is set on the branching
ratio to invisible particles. For this the predicted SM
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• Analysis designed to select VH(→WW)
• 3 lepton final state

• WH→WWW→lvlvlv
• 3 leptons, |ΣQ|=1, 0 b-tags, mll,MET, Δφll

• 4 lepton final state
• ZH→ZWW→lllvlv
• 4 leptons, MET, 0 b-tags, mll

• Remove overlap with H→WW→lvlv analysis
• 95% CL upper limit on ttH production 
@mH=125 GeV: 7.2 (3.6)xSM

ATLAS-CONF-2013-075

VH(→WW)

ATLAS-CONF-2013-080

ttH(→γγ)

• Two channels
• Leptonic (single-/di-lepton tt)
≥ 1 lepton, ≥1 b-tag and MET>20

• Hadronic
≥ 6 jets, ≥2 b-tags and 0 leptons

• Analysis procedure similar to Η→γγ
• Include CR to constrain BKG shape

• 95% CL upper limit on ttH production 
@mH=126.8 GeV: 5.3 (6.4)xSM
• Also ttH(→bb) from 2011 dataset
[ATLAS-CONF-2012-135 ] 
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ATLAS-CONF-2013-090

H±→τν

Light H± (mH±<mt) Heavy H± (mH±>mt)

• Search for H±→τν 
• Production depends on mH+

• Observation means New Physics!
 Signature : Z→ e+e-/µ+µ- + large MET
 Main Backgrounds: ZZ→llvv, WZ→lvll, 
WW→lvlv
 Signal Contributions from 

BR(H±→τν) = 1
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ATLAS-CONF-2014-010
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D Charlton / Birmingham – 26 April 2013 57

The landscape in the next decade(s)The landscape in the next decade(s)

Run-1

Run-2

LS1=Now

LS2

LS3

“HL-LHC”
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Several open topics in the Higgs sector for future studies:
- Rare decays & Couplings - CP studies

- BSM Higgs boson searches  - Higgs boson pair production

ATL-PHYS-PUB-2013-014

ATL-PHYS-PUB-2013-013

ATL-PHYS-PUB-2013-014

g1 CP-even HZZ coupling
g2 CP-even HZZ coupling (loops)
g4 CP-odd HZZ coupling

H→ZZ→4l

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PUBNOTES/ATL-PHYS-PUB-2013-014/
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PUBNOTES/ATL-PHYS-PUB-2013-014/
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PUBNOTES/ATL-PHYS-PUB-2013-013
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PUBNOTES/ATL-PHYS-PUB-2013-013
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PUBNOTES/ATL-PHYS-PUB-2013-014/
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PUBNOTES/ATL-PHYS-PUB-2013-014/

